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Abstract
The aim of this study was risk assessment regarding the local scours below sills that stabilize
the Warta riverbed below Jeziorsko Reservoir. The studied river sills were constructed due to
the reduction of riverbed erosion that took place downstream behind the dam reservoir. The research
area embraced two reaches: in the vicinity, sills No. 3 (km 480+902) and No. 4 (km 479+225) were built
in order to reduce local and general riverbed erosion resulting from the construction of the reservoir.
The current article presents the methodology of the conducted field research and a short description
of the applied mathematical model SSIM (a three-dimensional numerical model for simulating
sediment movements in water intakes with multiblock options). Based on field geometry measurements
of the local scour holes, the distribution of water velocity, and the water levels in the period 20062010, calculations of velocity distributions at the sill have been carried out using SSIIM software. The
computer simulations have shown that the calculated water velocity profiles did not differ significantly
from the measured ones.
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Introduction
The construction of Jeziorsko Reservoir on the Warta
River in 1986 interfered with the continuity of sediment
transport, resulting in an intensification of riverbed

*e-mail: mazur@agh.edu.pl

erosion downstream from the reservoir [1]. Additional
factors increasing erosion of the riverbed and river
banks downstream from reservoirs are the increased
kinetic energy and turbulence of the water flow that
occurs primarily in the local scour downstream of a weir
or sill. The first sills, PR. – 1 and PR. – 2, were located
in 240 m and 360 m after the dam and were designed
in order to prevent riverbed erosion behind the dam and
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the formation of local scour downstream of the weir.
Both sills fulfill their functions properly in the vicinity
of hydrotechnical constructions, but they haven’t stop
longitudinal erosion downstream of the Warta River.
In 2005, in order to reduce the effects of local
and longitudinal erosion, stone mattresses were used
to build two other sills, No. 3 (km 480+902) and
No. 4 (km 479+225), each 35 meters long. Due to their
simple construction and the danger of loss of stability in
periods of flood water in the river, the sills were further
analyzed, including measurements of changes in the
riverbed bottom geometry.
Their construction reduced erosion processes
downstream of the reservoir on the section from the
weir to sill No. 4 [2]. However, just below the stabilizing
sills local scour holes were formed, which may pose a
threat to the sills’ stability, and indirectly to the entire
dam.
To determine the degree of risk for the sills by
erosion, we must determine the kinematics of the water
flow below each sill, the type of substrate in the river
bottom, and its erodibility.
This article deals with the kinematics of the water
flow below. Sills No. 3 and No. 4 were selected for the
ability to obtain records since their construction.
Numerical codes are commonly used to simulate
both water flow in open channels (for example, HECRAS package and SPRUNER [3]) and seepage from
reservoirs, (e.g., HYDRUS software [4]). The literature
contains many examples of velocity distribution
measurement methods for modelling them using
various mathematical tools [5]. Urbański and Siwicki
[6] presented a comparison of velocity distributions
and turbulence intensity measured on a weir laboratory
model with results obtained using Fluent software.
Cellino and Graff [7] presented velocity distributions
describing the flow of water over bedforms. Analysis of
velocity distributions recorded by Cellino and Graff [6]
show that the formation of the recirculation zone below
the bed forms dunes that are similar to those generated
in local scour holes.
Termini and Sammartano [8] described the
development of the local scour below the horizontal
solid apron. The authors analysed the flow area and
its turbulence characteristics [9]. They also analysed
the transverse velocity distribution at various distances
from the initial cross-section. Termini (2011) [10]
performed numerical calculations using Fluent software,
with a 2-D velocity model of water distributions and
bottom shear stress. The results obtained were compared
with those experimentally recorded by other researchers.
Radecki-Pawlik and Radecki-Pawlik [11] analyzes
several classic formulas for calculating the beginning of
bedload transport. Sarahet et al. [12] successfully used
the Flow Tracker AVD to determine the structure of
flow turbulence in local scour.
Local scour processes downstream from a
submerged sluice gate were discussed by Oliveto
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et al. and D`Agostino and Ferro [13, 14], who proposed
a suitable physical model due to the particle size on a
local channel.
The results of laboratory models are described
in articles by Espa and Sybilla [15], who conducted
experimental research on the process of local scour
in the non-cohesive soil. The authors presented the
changes (variation) in geometrical parameters of local
scour over time and measured the velocity distribution
in the research area. They also compared the simulation
model from the Schoklitsch and Shalash equations to
the physical model from the recorded maximal depth of
local erosion.
Chen et al. [16] analysed their laboratory experiments
and assumed that many parameters affect local
scour lengths, such as dam geometry, particle size in
sediment composition, Froude number, and the critical
velocities of water flow for initial movements of bed
material.
Research by Bennet and Alonso and Shen et al.
[17, 18] revealed that sheer velocity gradient, turbulent
shear stress, and the bottom pressure gradient have the
greatest influence on riverbed erosion associated with
local scour formation.
Barrios-Piña et al., [19] in numerical research,
verified the applicability of a simpler turbulence model
than the commonly used k-ε model to predict mean flow
through vegetation.
Salem-Said et al. [20] presented results and twophase (water and air) flow in a 6 m3 model of Dorr-Oliver
flotation cell, which was an air-forced mechanically
stirred machine.
Kaiglová et al., Elhakeem and Sattar, and Dysarz
et al. [21-23] used different sediment transport and
hydrodynamic mathematical models to describe
the potential and limitations of various channel
schematizations. Plesiński et al. [24] are presenting the
grain size analysis of gravels, which are basically the
bed load of Ponikiewka Stream.
The results of an experimental study by Tregnaghi
et al. [25] confirmed that the area of scour is highly
dependent on bed particle size, the relative roughness of
the solid aprons, the second critical depth, and the size
of vortexes.
Zahiri et al. [26] showed that the roughness of the
end of solid aprons strongly affects the local scour area.
They analysed records of measurements of geometric
characteristics of local erosion for different initial
conditions.
Jafari et al. [27] applied a mathematical model
(SSIIM) in depth modelling of the local scour formed
under a bridge pier. A comparison of the results of the
two models (experimental and numerical) showed that
they were highly compatible.
Many publications present numerical models
calculated based on the Zinke et al., Olsen, and
Hämmerling et al. mathematical model [28-30].
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Fig. 1. View of weirs: A) sketch of the cross-section below sills PR – 3 and PR – 4, B) maps with locations of both weirs – PR – 3
(480 + 902 km) and PR – 4 (479 + 225 km)

Materials and Methods
Selection of the Study Area and Field
Study Methods
The field research was carried out on the Warta River
below Jeziorsko Reservoir, which is a typical lowland
storage reservoir formed as a result of the damming of
the river valley by an earthen dam and a concrete weir
67.5 m wide.
The paper presents selected results of in situ
measurements after looking at graph data from 2007
to 2010. The measurements were made at a constant
outflow rate of water from Jeziorsko Reservoir. A depth

meter rod was used to determine the water depth and
to plot the cross-sections. The ordinate of the water
level was leveled at both sides of the cross sections
using a TopCon Legacy-H GPS RTK receiver with a
Satel radio and leveling instruments. The measurement
results obtained from the depth probe along with the
measurements of water level ordinates made it possible
to obtain riverbed ordinates.
The study was conducted in 11 sections of weir
No. 3 and eight sections of weir No. 4. Measurement
cross-sections of water velocity were chosen upstream
and downstream of both weirs (Fig. 1a). In 2007
hydrometric measurements were made downstream
of weir No. 4, in sections PR-4/5 and PR-4/7 (Fig. 1a).
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The water velocity was measured in each of the sections,
in 3 hydrometric verticals. In 2008 water velocity was
measured downstream of weir No. 3 in section PR-3/8
and in three hydrometric levels. In 2009 water velocity
measurements were made upstream and downstream
of No. 3 and No. 4. On weir No. 3 measurements were
made in cross sections PR-3/1 (upstream of No. 3),
PR-3/9, PR-3/9A, and PR-3/10 (downstream of No. 3).
On weir No. 4 measurements were made in cross
sections PR-4/6, PR-4/7, and P-12/2 (downstream of
weir No. 4). In 2010 velocity measurements were made
on both No. 3 and No. 4 in cross-sections of PR-3/1,
PR-3/10, PR-4/1, and PR-4/7. Stream Pro HEGA-2 and
ADCP current meters were used for flow measurements.
An acoustic doppler current profiler (ADCP) device
generates an ultrasonic pulse sent from the surface to
the bottom. When a pulse is sent to the bottom it is
reflected from suspended particles in the flowing water
and some of it returns to the ADCP and is transmitted.
This instrument measures the Doppler shift frequency
(its change) of the reflected pulses and calculates water
velocity (Kasprzak, 2003) [31].
A similar possibility in bed load transportation
is presented by HEC-RAS software, which allows
additionally for modelling of pollution distribution in
water bodies (communal wastewater and other water
stressors) [32, 33].

ks is a roughness coefficient, m
d90 is the grain size sieve where 90% of the material is
finer, m
∆ is bed form height, m
λ is bed form length, m
The parameters of bedform height such as ∆ and λ
were calculated according to the Radecki-Pawlik [36]
equation. The calculations were also done for ks = 3d90
(∆ = 0).
The concentration of bed sediment affects the
density of the water-sediment mixture and is the reason
for changes in flow character, i.e., density current
formation.
This phenomenon was incorporated into the NavierStokes equations:

…where c is volume concentration of sediment.
This term will move the velocity profile in opposite
directions, and increase or decrease the water velocity
close to the Olsen bed [37].
Sediment transport is divided into two types: bed
load and suspended load. In model SSIIM the bed load
can be computed with specific bed load formulas, for
example [37] (2):

Calculating Velocity Distributions Using
the SSIIM Mathematic Model
The calculations of velocity distributions were made
both upstream and downstream of the studied weirs
(Fig. 1b). Measurements were made sequentially in
2007, 2008, 2009, and 2010. The cross-sections obtained
in them were used to generate a numerical riverbed
grid, which was implemented to model SSIIM. Based
on the cross-sectional geometry, the measured water
level, and known water flow we used HEC-RAS
software to determine roughness coefficients for each
weir.
In order to describe the turbulent flow, the averaged
version of the Navier-Stokes equations was used in the
form [34].
		

(2)
…where the sediment particle diameter is denoted
by D50 (m), τ is bed shear stress (N∙m-2), τc is the critical
bed shear stress for movement of sediment particles
(N∙m-2), ρ and ρr are the density of water and sediments
(kg∙m-3), ν is the viscosity of the water, and g is the
acceleration of gravity (m∙s-2)
Total sediment transport was computed with the
Engelund and Hansen formula [37] (3).

Sediment Transport Calculations Using
the SSIIM Model

The process of local riverbed erosion is complex
and many factors impact this phenomenon. To estimate
the roughness coefficient in the SSIIM program two
relationships were used: the Manning-Strickler formula
and effective roughness of sand in sediment composition.
The bedform height can be calculated based on the van
Rijn [35] formula:

(1)

(3)
…where sediment transport, qr, is given in (kg∙s-1 pr.
m width). U is the velocity (m∙s-1), ρr is the density of
the sediments (kg∙m-3), ρ is the density of the water
(kg∙m-3), τ is the shear stress on the bed (N∙m-2), g is
the acceleration of gravity (m∙s-2) and d50 is the average
sediment diameter (m). This version of the formula
works in the SI system of units.
The following Ackers-White formula is given.
The sediment concentration, c, is then given in weight –
ppm (g∙m-3) [36]:
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(4)
…where Fgr is mobility number (m), h is depth (m∙s-1), U
is the velocity (m∙s-1), m, n, A, C are compute parameters,
and u* shear velocity (m∙s-1).
The values of proportionality coefficient were
changed in formula (2) in the range from 0.053 to
0.0053, that is, the value of tenfold less than reported
in the literature [38]. The impact of changes of 2.1
exponents at relative shear stresses in formula (2) on the
calculated maximum depth of erosion process was also
tested.
In the SSIIM model, two stability criteria of an
erodible riverbed were chosen. The first was associated
with the reduction of critical shear stress, and the second
was defined as a sand slide. Factor K is computed and
multiplied by the critical shear stress for a horizontal
surface to give the effective critical shear stress for a
sediment particle with Brooks formula [39] (Fig. 2a.):

(5)
…where α is the angle value between the direction of
velocity vector near the bed and the channel direction,
the slope angle is denoted by φ, and θ is slope parameter.
K-factor calculated with Brooks formula is multiplied
by the value of horizontal critical shear stress for

sediment particles. The result of this product gives the
value of the effective critical shear stress for sediment
near the sloping bed.
The sand slide algorithm better fits the decrease
of the computational grid on the border between the
movable bed and the angle of bed slope defined by
the computer user. This algorithm makes it possible to
maintain a proper angle of movable bed slope, which
is not bigger than the natural slope of the sediment
material.

Assumption of Mathematical Models
Model A
Field model of the riverbed was prepared (the size of
40 m width and 200 m length) (Fig. 2b) to examine the
most appropriate model with the application of SSIIM
software (1989).
Once we determine the specific discharge
q = 7.04 m3∙sm based on Błażejewski’s research [40],
the depth of tailwater was 2.61 m, and the average
particle diameter was d50 = 0.5 mm on the movable
bed. The diameter of sediment particles was determined
as d50 = 0.10 m in the section simulating a flexible weir
apron, and the length of the weir was 40 m.
This model was based on defined parameters:
volumetric bedload flow rate in van Rijn formula,
types of bedforms, turbulence models, and adding
an extra term in the Navier-Stokes equations, which
were the reasons for the near-bed velocity increase
and application of developed algorithms describing the
movement of bedload on a sloping bed.

Fig. 2. Scheme for critical shear stress reduction formula a), and longitudinal profile of the research areas b) and c).
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The following variables and constants in the SSIIM
program were tested as an extra term in the NavierStokes equations, which take into account changes in
the density of the water-sediment mixture, the stability
criteria of the movable bed, turbulence model (k-ε and
k-ω) exponent in the equation computing the volumetric
bedload flow rate, and the effective roughness of the
riverbed. The following formula was applied (2) rather
than the standard methods of the Manning-Strickler
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equation. Also, the impact of threefold diameter value of
sediment particles d90 on the maximal depth of erosion
processes was tested.
The influence of an extra term in the formula taking
into account the changes in water density-sediment
mixture is presented in Figs 5a) and 5b). Owing to
this term in the algorithm for the reduction of critical
shear stress and model k – ε, the decrease of maximal
depth of scour from 7.02 m to 5.53 m, (i.e., about 25%)

Fig. 3. Characteristic of velocity distributions in cross-section PR-3/10 (5.07.2010) a), and PR-4/7, (8 July 2010) b).
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was observed. To calculate the effective roughness the
following formula was applied (1).

the movable bed were used by default. The initial data
were selected as shown in the scheme (Fig. 2c).

Model B

Model C

The sensitivity analysis of the tested model was
performed. The authors tested the impact of the different
size of sediment particles on the maximal depth of
scour after 16 hours of simulation. Turbulence models
(k-ε and k = ω) were tested, and the calculations
interchangeably used different values for reducing
critical shear stress and the movement of bedload
algorithms. In the mathematical formula, the relationship
ks = 3d90 with the extra term in the Navier-Stokes
equation was applied. Other mathematical parameters
such as powers and constants in the formula describing

In the next stage of model simulations in SSIIM,
parameters obtained as the result of experimental
research conducted by Hämmerling [41] were applied.
Determined model parameters were implemented in
the calculations of erosion model of the riverbed in
accordance with the Błażejewski model [40]. Fig. 2c)
shows the results of calculations carried out when early
development of local scour processes downstream on
the Warta River behind the dam on Jeziorsko Reservoir
is assumed.

Fig. 4. Plot of the velocity of water in longitudinal profile No. 3, 2010 – a). and the velocity vertical profiles b) PR3/9A 53 m from BL,
c) PR4/7 12.13 m from BL.
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Model D

In the last stage of the model calculations we
simulated the sediment movement below weir No. 3 on
the Warta River in SSIIM software. In the models we
implemented results of the measurements recorded in
the period from July 2005 to Jun 2006. In the model we
chose the algorithm presented in Fig. 2c). The thickness
of the stone mattress was 0.60 m, and the flow rate was
taken as the highest intensity of discharge from the
reservoir in the studied time WQ07.2005-06.2006 = 60 m3∙s-1.
In the SSIIM program, the calculations were applied
for fixed water flow and without the sediment inflow
to the inflow cross-section. The authors computed the
model of bedload movement (TrWL) with the application
of the transient sediment computation algorithm (TSC).
Similar to the other type of mode simulation, the same
parameters as in the model formula were saved; the
extra term in Navier-Stokes equation was applied,
turbulence model was based on (k = ω), and the sand
slide algorithm was chosen for the angle 30°. In
calculating sediment movement we applied Ackers and
White’s formula (4).

Results
Velocity Distributions in Model SSIIM
In 2010 the hydrometric measurements were made
in cross-sections PR-3/1 and PR-3/10. The measurements
were made at the outflow from reservoir Q = 54 m3/s on
5 July 2010. In cross-section PR-3/10, the measurements
were made in 12 hydrometrical verticals. With a width

of water level equal to 72.0 m, the average depth was
1.20 m. The maximum velocities reached values from
0.81 to 0.12 m/s, while bottom velocities were from 0.76
to 0.05 m/s. Fig. 3a) shows the characteristic velocity in
cross-section No. PR-3/10 in 2010.
In 2010 the hydrometric measurements were made
in sections PR-4/1 and PR-4/7. The measurements
were made at the outflow from reservoir Q = 54 m3/s
on 8 July 2010 (Fig. 3B). In cross-section PR-4/7 11
hydrometric verticals were made. With a width of water
level equal to 56.0 m, the average depth 1.60 m. The
near-bed velocities were from 0.79 to 0.31 m/s. The
maximum velocities took values from 0.83 to 0.35 m/s.
The mean squared error for maximal velocities was 0.03
and for the bottom ones 0.1.
In SSIIM software, the calculations of steady flow
water conditions were made using the created numerical
grid and known (data): flow rate, water level ordinate
in the final cross-section, and obtained coefficient of
roughness.
Fig. 4a) shows the characteristic velocity calculated
using SSIIM model for the data from 2010.
The velocities obtained as a result of the
mathematical model were similar to the ones recorded
in the river. The highest values were taken on the weir
while the lowest were in cross-sections of the largest
erosion. The maximum velocity ranged from 0.98 m/s
to 0.43 m/s (Fig. 4a). The average velocities for the
verticals in the longitudinal profile of weir No. 3 ranged
from 0.68 m/s to 0.23 m/s, while the velocity near the
bottom ranged from 0.28 m/s to 0.06 m/s (Fig. 4a).
The velocity profile obtained using the mathematical
model has a similar shape to the one measured in situ
using the hydrometric current meter. The velocities

Table 1. Statistical measurements describing the velocity distributions in selected hydrometric levels [2].
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 5. Changes in bed depth along the length of scour cross-section: a) without and b) with extra term in the Navier-Stokes formula, c)
without the algorithm of critical shear reduction, d) turbulences model k – ω, e) constant in formula with the volumetric bedload flow
rate = 0.0053, and f) with formula (10) for ∆ = 0 (ks = 3d90).
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simulated in the model take slightly lower values than
the measured ones.
Figs 4b) and c) show a comparison of the velocity
profile recorded in 2010 and calculated for the same
conditions using the mathematical model.
The field measurements of water flow velocity
were made using a Stream Pro ultrasonic anemometer,
thanks to which we obtained the instantaneous velocity
values in two directions in the horizontal plane. Velocity
obtained in the model was accurately mapped only at
the depth between 0.5 m and 1.5 m. The results obtained
in the mathematical model subsisted statistically as a
test for the difference of mean values.
Table 1 summarizes the statistical measurements and
compares the results of field measurements and of the
mathematical model.
Absolute values of statistics for selected hydrometric
levels take values 0.07-2.03. At predetermined level
of significance α = 5%, we have no reason to reject
the null hypothesis, i.e., that there is no significant
difference between the mean values (α = 5% refers
only to the value of velocity measured and calculated in
hydrometric verticals).

Hämmerling M., et al.
The linear correlation coefficient for the data on
Fig.4b) was 0.93 and MSE = 0.008, but for Fig. 4c)
R = 0.914 and MSE = 0.065. Such values suggest high
compatibility of velocity distributions obtained from the
calculations and measurements.

Results of Calculations of the Sediment
Movement in Model SSIIM
Model A
There the impact of the algorithm for reduction of
critical shear stress on the maximal depth of the scour
was tested (Figs 5a-b). In this simulation, the extra term
in the Navier-Stokes formula was chosen and we used
formula (1) in the effective roughness of the bed.
Figs 5(c-d) present the shape of the movable bed
below the horizontal solid apron, which is dependent on
the turbulence model. In calculations we used the extra
term in the Navier-Stokes formula, and without the
algorithm of critical shear reduction, and it was used in
calculating effective roughness of the bed the formula
(10).

Fig. 6. a) Scour depth erosion changes after 16 h and b) contour map of the riverbed below Jeziorsko Reservoir.
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In research (Figs 5d-e), the impact of various
constants in the formula with the volumetric bed load
flow rate on bed depth was tested. Simulation enabled
critical shear reduction function and the extra term in
the Navier-Stokes formula, the turbulence model k-ε.
The influence of the coefficient in the formula of
the bed load transport was examined according to
Van Rijn. The results for the default factor equalling
0.053 are presented in Fig. 5b) and at 0.0053 in Fig. 5e)
(according to new numbering).
The application of the two dependents describing bed
effective roughness in SSIIM was also tested. It selected
dependents: (10 - Fig. 5b) and ks = 3d90 (Fig. 5f).
Model B
Fig. 6a) presents results from the model of the
maximal depth of local scour after 16 hours of
simulation for variously sized sediment particles in bed
load composition.
Model C
Fig. 6b) presents the results of mathematical
modelling of an erodible riverbed downstream of
Jeziorsko Reservoir.
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Changes in the riverbed structure (Fig. 6b) were
compared to the results obtained in mathematical
modelling for the same input parameters during model
verification. There is a significant difference observed,
in particular in the section of the river mouth (where
the measurements were taken).
Model D
Fig. 7a) clearly presents an example of a contour
map of the riverbed after 44 hours of erosion processes,
and Fig. 7b) shows changes in maximal and average
depths of the biggest local scour below the weir, e.g.,
3 in time are shown.

Discussion
Statistical analysis allowed us to accept the
null hypothesis at an assumed level of significance
α = 0.05. The most convergent results were obtained
for the hydrometric vertical PR-4/5 26.50 m from BL
recorded in 2007. The least convergent results were
obtained for the hydrometric vertical PR-3/10 56.90 m
from BL. Other authors reported similar results of their
studies [42, 43].

Fig. 7. a) Erosion changes in maximal bed depths below weir No. 3 and b) contour map of the riverbed below weir No. 3. after 44 hours
of erosion processes.
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Based on Błażejewski’s model assumptions, the
authors include in calculations of their results of
field studies the early stage of reservoir exploitation.
Błażejewski presented a deterministic-probabilistic
model of local scour in the non-cohesive soil below the
horizontal solid apron. Błażejewski verified his model in
field studies of the local scour processes in 1983-1987
behind Jeziorsko Reservoir on the Warta River. The
maximum depth of the scour below solid aprons was
then 4.6 m.
Identifying the model was based on an analysis of
the impact of variables and parameters on the obtained
results. The algorithm for the reduction of critical shear
stress yielded a decrease of the maximum depth of
the bed from 5.53 m to the 4.67 m, or about 18%, in
comparison to the situation without this function in the
model simulation (Figs 5a-b).
During the mathematical modelling, different
turbulence models were examined in terms of the
riverbed erosion patterns.
A similar algorithm was applied by many authors
in sedimentology research papers [44, 45]. For the
defined assumptions model k-ε was characterized
by maximal depth on scour equal to 4.67 m, and
in model k – ω −4.30 m, i.e. about 8% (Figs 5c-d).
The influence of the different types of turbulence on
the sediment transport both in river and sea conditions
was investigated by many scientists in the research
area of hydrology and fluid mechanics [43, 46-48].
Figs 5e-f) show the impact of the constant reduction
in the van Rijn equation on volumetric bedload flow rate
(from 0.053 to 0.0053) formula (2). A tenfold reduction
of constant value caused a decrease of bed maximal
depth after 16 hours of simulation from 5.53 m to 2.32
m, i.e., by about 42%. In scientific literature different
formulas describing the model of bedload sediment
transport were reported [49-51]. In presented research,
such a high reduction was required because of the
investigated bed load sediment material composition.
Przedwojski in his research described a physical model
of bedload sediment transport on the Warta River and
revealed that the van Rijn formula must be modified
[38].
The last parameter in the model identification was
the different formulas to determine the roughness
coefficient of the riverbed. In this study, an algorithm for
critical shear stress reduction, the extra term in NavierStokes equation, and the turbulence model k – ε were
used. The model with the ks = 3d90 gave a reduction of
maximal depth of bed from 5.53 m to 4.60 m, i.e., by
about 20%. (Fig. 5f) [52]. Other authors applied the van
Rijn formula in their investigations in different models
of bed load transport both for rivers and sea areas
[52-56].
In all the above-described models of the identification process, the implemented time of simulation was
16 hours. The model of implementation of local scour
in SSIIM revealed that the best results were obtained
when the extra term in the Navier-Stokes equation,
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and the effective bed roughness ks = 3d90, were
incorporated into SSIIM. Better results were obtained
when the constant = 0.053 was used in the van Rijn
formula.
The sensitivity analysis of the computed model B
(Fig. 6a) revealed that yielded unstable result using the
k – ε model with the algorithm for critical shear stress
reduction. The values of maximal bed depth of the local
scour were much higher than those obtained in the
other three combinations of models after 16 hours of
simulation. The application of the function for critical
shear stress reduction generated greater depths than the
sand slide algorithm. The k-εmodel revealed higher and
less realistic maximal depths of the local scour than the
model k – ω model [56], as the diameter of the particles
of the movable sediment material increases the depth of
scour reveal. By conducting the above analysis, the most
important factors influencing the changes in the bed
load transport models [57-60] were identified. The sand
slide algorithm gave results that were less sensitive to
the changes in the diameter of particles of movable bed
sediment than critical shear stress reduction function
[5, 41].
The model C (Fig. 6b) analysis was conducted for a
steady flow of water with bedload movement (TrWL),
without sediment particle inflow to the inlet crosssection. During calculations in the SSIIM program, none
of the following relations changed: the extra term in
Navier-Stokes formula was included, k – ε model was
applied, and the sand slide algorithm wasn’t included for
an angle of 30º. In the calculations of bedload transport,
Ackers and White’s formula (3) was used, and the
transient sediment computation algorithm (TSC) was
applied as well.
There were differences observed between the
obtained models as a result of the effects of scale, and
directly through the influence of the included parameters
in mathematical formulas [40].
The results obtained with model D (Figs 7a-b)
clearly show the stabilization of scour in time after
28 hours of erosion processes. The maximal depth of
the analyzed scour was 4.3 m in 2006, and the average
cross-section only 2.04 m. This demonstrates the
uneven flow distribution of the specific discharges on
bed width, and/or locally differentiated susceptibility to
the erosion of the bed material [61]. The results show
that the difference between average depths in scour
(the calculated one and the measured one) in sections
with the highest depths is relatively small at only 9%
(Fig. 7b). Similar reports have been published by other
authors [62-64]. It was found that model SSIIM is
highly sensitive to the boundary conditions, which are
often difficult for mapping, especially for flexible weir
(with flexible aprons made of a material susceptible to
deformation and erosion) located in the curved parts
of the river. Analyses of the impact of the parameters
of the mathematical model on the results were also
conducted in papers by Lehnhäuser and Schäfer, and Hu
and Wang [65, 66].
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Teraguchi et al., Noh et al., and Zhang et al. [67-69]
applied their models of bed load transport for specific
case study parameters. SSIIM models proposed by
authors can be easily adapted to their calculations.

Conclusions
SSIM is a valuable tool for modelling destructive
hydraulic phenomena, including riverbed erosion.
A properly calculated model allows for predicting
changes in local riverbed scour geometry. Based on
obtained results, it will be easy to plan the necessary
investments to protect against damage to river weir
construction.
Our paper presents the results of field studies on
velocity distributions conducted in 2007-2010 upstream
and downstream of weirs No. 3 (km 480+902) and
No. 4 (km 479+225). Based on the field measurements,
which were recorded and implemented in the SSIIM
environment, a mathematical model was built.
The authors also presented a mathematical model of
bed load transport directly below the dam of the Warta
River. Mathematical models of bed load transport for
two research areas downstream of Jeziorsko Reservoir
on the Warta were computed.
There was no significant difference between the
mean calculated and measured velocities at a given
significance level α = 5%. When analyzing the statistical
data describing all measured and calculated velocities, it
was concluded that model results were more compatible
with measurements obtained from the regular current
meter than those obtained with the ultrasonic Stream
Pro anemometer.
The results of modelling studies of programmers
SSIIM demonstrate the process of identification and
verification of the mathematical model of the bed load
transportation in the area of local scours (Models
A and B). A comparison of the theoretical model with
the physical one from the field research revealed that
the best results were obtained with the application in
the model of the extra term in Navier-Stokes formula,
effective bed roughness ks = 3d90, and the constant
in the formula with the volumetric bedload flow
rate = 0.053 as van Rijn proposed.
The analyses also used SSIIM model parameters
verified in field research of local scour processes.
The parameters obtained from the verification of the
model in accordance with Błażejewski’s assumption
(Model C) were implemented, and it was found that
the maximum depth of scour below the solid apron
was about 4 m, which is approximately consistent with
Błażejewski’s results.
The results of Model D indicate minor differences
between the calculated and the measured average depths
in the cross-section of maximal scour.
The difference between the measured and the
calculated maximum depths indicates an uneven flow
distribution of the specific discharges on the bed width
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of the channel and/or locally differentiated susceptibility
to the erosion of the bed material.
The chart (Fig. 7b) shows that the difference
between the average depths of local scour (computed
and measured ones) in cross-sections is only 9%.
The SSIIM mathematical model can be used to
simulate the velocity distributions downstream of
the weir. It was found that the SSIIM model is highly
sensitive to boundary conditions, which are often
difficult for mapping, especially for flexible weir
(with flexible aprons made of a material susceptible to
deformation and erosion) located in the meandering
parts of the river.
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